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McNair Scholar plans peace rally
. . . . (McNair Scholar) Lizzie Utset, an intern with the peace center who organized the event, said it was hard work bringing all of the groups and people together from Columbia to Charleston but rewarding to see so many advocating for peace.

McNair Alumni illuminates fall colors with article as science writer
. . . . Presented by Stephanie Pappas: “The quiet hamlets of Vermont are transformed at this time of year. Verdant hills begin to pop with new hues: scarlet and crimson, gold and orange. Comparisons to a blazing fire are hard to avoid.”

McNair Scholar Kovtun heads to Oxford in January

Carolina Scholar Katy Hallman in US News article
. . . . "Sports are a huge part of the culture," says Katy Hallman, a junior public health major from Greenville, South Carolina. So much so that the fight song is played every morning at 9. "It puts some pep in your step to make those early classes," she says.